MOBILE UNDERWATER RADIO
IVA S/W

The mobile underwater radio IVA S/W is designed to transmit
information and voice data in the sea and fresh water and also
across the boundary of media (air and water).
The main modules of the mobile underwater radio IVA S/W are
the transceiver and antennas. Additionally, a full-face mask with a
headset and communication controllers are used. The full-face
mask has standard connectors to air hoses.
The receive/transmit modes are switched by the PTT button on
the diver's hand.
The connecting wires and the overall dimensions of the system
make it possible to conveniently place the radio station modules
in the aqualung.

MAJOR ADVANTAGES
Organization of communication in intermediate
layers of water as well as in the coastal zone in the
conditions of external disturbance and noise;
Transferring data from one media to another
(water-air);
Voice communication at distance of up to 100
meters;
Ability to bypass obstacles to the signal
propagation (algae, natural and synthetic barriers);
Communication range independent from the
hydrological heterogeneities on the signal
propagation (water shaking, change in salinity,
underset);
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POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS
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shelf research and investigation of new under water
mineral deposits;
Arctic development;
monitoring of the situation in coastal zones;
repair, technical. maintenance and modernization of
stationary underwater structures;
prophylaxis and prevention of emergencies in the oil /
gas production areas;
development of underwater unmanned vehicles;
protection of the water-naval bases;
communication in the reconnaissance group of combat
swimmers.

The set
the transceiver unit ;
antenna;
battery charger;
full-face mask with a communication typeface;
documentation (passport, operation manual).
Additionally, it can be completed with a standard headset.
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